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Sex Reassignment Surgery 
 

 
“The operation went really well, and I was looked after every single 
step of the way” 
 

I had my Gender Reassignment Surgery at the IM Clinic and I cannot begin 
to explain how happy and amazed I am with the result. Whenever you read 
reviews you probably always ask why did someone go to that country for 
example? in this case Spain. Well the simple answer is; they have some of 
the best health care and surgeons in the world Doctor Ivan Mañero is one 
of them. From the moment I made my enquiry, I was offered a free 
consultation with a Doctor and coordinator (Aida) who speaks perfect 
English and is helpful and so friendly and easy to talk to.  
 
At that time, I had spoken to numerous clinics including ones in the USA 
and UK but just looking at the IM Clinics results and attention to detail there 
was no comparison. Once booked Aida handled everything easily and 
efficiently and when the day arrived for my operation I was blown away by 
how friendly and loverly all the nurses and Doctors were they spent time 
explaining everything to me and Doctor Mañero himself came to see me to 
make sure everything was okay. Also, Dr Trinidad Labanca another one of 
the Doctors performing my operation came and spent time with me she’s 
loverly and of course Aida was there with me the whole time holding my 
hand. I wasn’t nervous at all.  
 
The operation went really well and I was looked after every single step of 
the way. Every nurse here cannot do enough for you and I wish I could 
name everyone of them because there so special. The IM Clinic is the 
benchmark other Clinics should follow and my recovery was closely 
monitored and the nurses are assisting you all the time and nothing is to 
much trouble for them. The Doctors check everything is okay daily, so don’t 
waste time looking at other clinics this is the very best and my results are 
amazing I’m so pleased and would recommend them to anyone without 
hesitation. 
 
 
Katie T. 


